openQA Tests - action #44588

[functional][u][svirt] test fails in bootloader_svirt - test started typing before actually logging in

Start date: 2018-11-30

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: mgriessmeier
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Milestone 31

Description

Observation

We've seen this before, not sure if for svirt though.

openQA test in scenario sle-15-SP1-Installer-DVD-x86_64-extra_tests_on_gnome@svirt-xen-pv fails in bootloader_svirt

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 105.1 (current job)

Expected result

Last good: 104.1 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:

- Related to openQA Tests - action #20628: [opensuse][functional][u] test fails... Rejected 2017-07-20
- Related to openQA Tests - action #41240: [sle][functional][u][s390x][kvm] test... Rejected 2018-09-19
- Related to openQA Tests - action #36126: [functional][u] post_fail_hook match... Resolved 2018-05-14
- Related to openQA Tests - action #34759: [qe-core][sle][functional][medium] A... Workable 2018-04-10
- Related to openQA Tests - action #45575: [sle][migration][SLE15SP1][post]:tes... Closed 2018-12-28

History

#1 - 2018-11-30 13:30 - szarate
- Assignee set to okurz

Assigning to okurz, I couldn't find the related ticket... :)

#2 - 2018-12-11 13:30 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #20628: [opensuse][functional][u] test fails in chrome - Missing keys typing "about:": The SUT got "bout" added

#3 - 2018-12-11 13:31 - SLindoMansilla
- Target version set to Milestone 22

#5 - 2019-01-11 10:02 - okurz
- Related to action #41240: [sle][functional][u][s390x][kvm] test fails in reconnect_s390 - could not reach login prompt added

#6 - 2019-01-11 10:03 - okurz
- Related to action #36126: [functional][u] post_fail_hook matches on "text_login_root" before actual tty switch and therefore never logs in added
Related to action #34759: [qe-core][sle][functional][medium] Add debug output in reconnect_s390 also for z/VM when bootup is stuck (not reaching login prompt but ssh is reachable) added

Related to action #45575: [sle][migration][SLE15SP1][post]: test fails in console - cannot log in added

Related to action #34339: [qe-core][sle][functional][medium] test fails in console test_setup - generic text login matching too early, causing mistyping -- was "login prompt not ready to type - missing keys while typing login" added

Subject changed from [functional][u] test fails in bootloader_svirt - test started typing before actually logging in to [functional][u][svirt] test fails in bootloader_svirt - test started typing before actually logging in

Status changed from New to Blocked

Target version changed from Milestone 22 to Milestone 25

Assignee changed from okurz to mgriessmeier

Move to new QSF-u PO after I moved to the "tools"-team. I mainly checked the subject line so in individual instances you might not agree to take it over completely into QSF-u. Feel free to discuss with me or reassign to me or someone else in this case. Thanks.

Target version changed from Milestone 25 to Milestone 26

Status changed from Blocked to New

Target version changed from Milestone 26 to Milestone 27

Status changed from New to In Progress

Status changed from In Progress to Blocked

Target version changed from Milestone 27 to Milestone 29

Target version changed from Milestone 29 to Milestone 31

Blocked by deleted action #34339: [qe-core][sle][functional][medium] test fails in console test_setup - generic text login matching too early, causing mistyping -- was "login prompt not ready to type - missing keys while typing login"

Status changed from Blocked to Resolved

It was fixed on other tickets.

Issue not reproduced since 1 year.

- SLE15-SP1:
  https://openqa.suse.de/tests/latest?flavor=Installer-DVD&machine=svirt-xen-pv&arch=x86_64&test=extra_tests_on_gnome&distri=sle&version=15-SP1#next_previous
SLE15-SP2:
- https://openqa.suse.de/tests/4038471#next_previous
- https://openqa.suse.de/tests/4201219#next_previous